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I have been a professional translator since 
2008 but I have always been a business 
man deep in my blood. 

That is why instead of feeling satisfied with 
just being a translator I decided to take the 
next step. Creating jobs for translators.

I founded my own translation business in 
2010. I decided to create a business model 
that would allow me to become an ally 
for both end clients as well as translation 
agencies.

COVER LETTER

To: Prospect Clients

Dear future client,

I know it must be weird to receive a cover letter from 
someone claiming to be the co-founder of a company but 
I am. Truth be told, my company is still so small you might 
even say it uses diapers and cannot even walk properly, 
but as much as that is the truth I also want you to consider 
every company was like that at some point. We continue to 
grow with every passing day, so please read my words for a 
little longer, I will not distract you for too long.

Nowadays, there are so many translation providers it has 
become extremely difficult to pick the right one. Some will 
try to seduce you with their multiple degrees, bachelors and 
PhDs but by the end of the day they are not real professionals 
in translation, they are bilingual professionals playing 
“The Translator.” Others will try to earn your wallet with 
extremely low rates but they are unable to provide the 
proper quality as they are usually rushing translations for a 
part-time job. You need real translators, capable of noticing 
details non-professionals are unable to.

I am building a company that provides permanent full-time 
jobs to real people with a Translation Degree, something 
difficult in this Era of Outsourcing. My team is made 
of professionals who have mastered the challenges of 
linguistics and really specialize in paying attention to the 
subtle details of language when paired with cultural details 
and the technical slang from different specialty fields.

Give us a chance to demonstrate that we are capable of 
becoming a valuable provider for your company. You will 
not receive deficient translations from my team. Opposite, I 
am confident you will keep us close for any language related 
need you might have in the near future.

Sincerely,

L. Diego Achío R.
Traduality Language Solutions
Co-founder & Project Coordinator
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WORK EXPERIENCE

PROFESSIONAL TRANSLATOR
Freelancer Mar 2008-Current

I found my passion toward languages before enrolling in the 
translation major. I became the apprentice of a Uruguayan 
translator. With him is that I began to learn about what localization 
means and the subtle differences in words from different cultures 
speaking the same main language.

CO-FOUNDER
Traduality May 2010-Current

Before creating a stable company, I tasted the mud with another 
translation company idea that did not go well. Failure has taught 
me values otherwise I would have never learned. Learning from 
my mistakes, being dedicated, working hard, and never giving up 
has paid off.

PROJECT COORDINATOR
Traduality Mar 2013-Current

When starting a company you mainly focus on creating its identity 
and strategy. Before 2013 I mainly outsourced my projects but it 
wast not until that year I truly experienced the responsibility of 
managing your own team, feeling responsible for the quality of 
their work and how clients perceive and appreciate our efforts.

BACHELLOR IN FRENCH LANGUAGE
UNA, Costa Rica         Jan 2008-Sept 2011

My first major was in French language. Of course, I also learned 
about history and was reminded of the different variants the same 
language may have across countries. During my major in French 
I also took several courses including Entrepreneurship, Writing 
Systems, Translation Techniques, Latin, among others.

DEGREE IN TRANSLATION & INTERPRETING
UANL, México         Jan 2013-Dec 2017

During my second major, I have discovered there is a huge gap 
between translating by instinct and translating with logic. It is 
not until you become familiar with the technicisms inside the 
translation profession that you gain the ability to apply logic and 
actual techniques in your work. Kind of like singing in the shower 
and becoming a professional singer.

EDUCATION

LANGUAGE PAIRS (COMPANY WIDE)

ENGLISH<>SPANISH FRENCH<>SPANISH GERMAN<>SPANISH 

RUSSIAN<>SPANISH CHINESE<>SPANISH KOREAN<>SPANISH 

JAPANESE<>SPANISH 
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RECENT PROJECTS (2017)

Automated Pelleting Line User Manual

We have become the preferred ENG>SPA team for the translation agency 
Helena Technical Translations when it comes to translating technical 
manuals and websites since 2014.

Animal Jam Video Game 
Localization

Corporate Identity 
Translation

Translation Agency Glyph 
Language Services have entrusted 
us with video games ENG>SPA 
L10N for over 4 years.

We are the main SPA>JAP/KOR 
translation provider for industrial 
services company Artron Mexico.

On-site Interpreter and 
Employee Manuals

Cigarette pack manufacturer 
AMCOR have relied on us for their 
RUS>SPA translations for 2 years.

Fictional Conspiracy 
Novel Translation

Our most recent ENG>CHN 
translation consists on a fictional 
novel by Author William Hanna.


